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Abstract: In this paper, a Reconfigurable Mesh-Ring (RMR) algorithm is proposed for Bluetooth
sensor networks. The algorithm is designed in three stages to determine the optimal configuration
of the mesh-ring network. Firstly, a designated root advertises and discovers its neighboring nodes.
Secondly, a scatternet criterion is built to compute the minimum number of piconets and distributes
the connection information for piconet and scatternet. Finally, a peak-search method is designed
to determine the optimal mesh-ring configuration for various sizes of networks. To maximize the
network capacity, the research problem is formulated by determining the best connectivity of available
mesh links. During the formation and maintenance phases, three possible configurations (including
piconet, scatternet, and hybrid) are examined to determine the optimal placement of mesh links.
The peak-search method is a systematic approach, and is implemented by three functional blocks:
the topology formation block generates the mesh-ring topology, the routing efficiency block computes
the routing performance, and the optimum decision block introduces a decision-making criterion
to determine the optimum number of mesh links. Simulation results demonstrate that the optimal
mesh-ring configuration can be determined and that the scatternet case achieves better overall
performance than the other two configurations. The RMR topology also outperforms the conventional
ring-based and cluster-based mesh methods in terms of throughput performance for Bluetooth
configurable networks.

Keywords: bluetooth networks; scatternet formation; topology configuration; routing protocol

1. Introduction

Bluetooth is currently one of the most promising available ad hoc wireless technologies [1–4], and
the introduction of its advantageous features is considered to be one of the main enablers of the Internet
of Things (IoT) [5–10]. Until now, Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) technology [11] has been embedded in
existing mobile and portable devices, offering the advantages of short-range radio, low power, and
low cost wireless connectivity. At present, there is wide use of smart devices, such as smart phones,
tablets and laptops connected to multi-hop networks through BLE devices. BLE data applications are
increasingly emerging in daily life, such as in health networks [12], industry automation [13], wireless
sensor networks [14], etc. However, these applications pose some important research challenges,
such as how to connect BLE devices in order to share information between users, and how to form the
desired network configurations for various types of applications.

The main feature of BLE version 4.1 is that nodes can play dual roles as relays, and such relay
nodes can enable inter-piconet communications. The relay node design increases the possibility of
implementing the scatternet formation algorithm and multi-hop routing for BLE devices.

To date, the development of multi-hop routing networks has faced some inherent challenges.
The main technical challenges include research design issues with respect to the formation algorithms [15]
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and routing protocols [16,17]. The scatternet formation problem involves how to construct individual
piconets and connect them together into a scatternet. On the other hand, the routing protocols deal with
the problem of delivering messages efficiently in such a generated scatternet.

To construct a multi-hop ad hoc network, many scatternet formation algorithms have been
developed; they can be classified into two categories. One category, the single-hop scenario [18,19],
deals with the situations in which all nodes are within radio range. The other category, the multi-hop
scenario [20–22] handles situations in which not all nodes are necessarily within radio range.
In addition, a number of different topology models can be generated, according to the desired purpose
of the scatternet.

Currently, most scatternet formation methods partition networks by collecting complete topology
information, introducing considerable computation and communication overheads [23]. In general,
the generating architectures can be classified as tree, ring and mesh topologies [24]. While the ring
architecture is simple for proactive routing, it produces longer path lengths for packet transmission,
especially when the size of the ring network increases. On the other hand, the mesh architecture reduces
path length in terms of packet delay, but introduces larger formation complexity than other topologies.

In order to utilize the advantages of mesh-subnet and ring-subnet, this paper proposes
a ring-based subnet with mesh interconnection, called the Reconfigurable Mesh-Ring (RMR),
to construct a scatternet. RMR simultaneously considers scatternet formation and routing design
issues to generate a configurable mesh-ring topology. RMR constructs a ring-shaped topology as
a backbone subnet, which is then associated with a mesh-shaped topology. However, the placement of
the available mesh connection is adjustable, so as to determine the optimal configuration with better
throughput for various network sizes. To maximize network capacity, three configurations (including
piconet, scatternet, and hybrid) are investigated to determine the optimal placement of the mesh links.
In seeking to determine the optimum configuration, a heuristic peak-search method is presented in
order to achieve the optimal placement of the available mesh links.

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 proposes the motivation, mesh-ring
formation algorithm, and routing algorithm to generate the desired topology. In Section 3, the problem
formulation, reconfiguration mesh-ring topology, and peak-search method are presented to determine
the optimal bridge for each link. In Section 4, the optimal configuration is determined and throughput
performances are demonstrated via computer simulations. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. Proposed Method

2.1. Motivation

Until now, the Bluetooth generating architectures can generally be classified as having line,
tree, ring or mesh network topologies. While the ring architecture is simple and suitable for proactive
routing, it produces longer path lengths for packet transmission, especially when the size of the ring
network increases. The routing protocol on a larger ring subnet needs to consider the routing path
length design issue to mitigate the packet delay since most previous studies consider one-way routing
in the ring subnet [25,26].

On the other hand, the mesh architecture reduces path length in terms of packet delay performance,
but introduces larger scatternet formation complexity than other topologies. Another important issue
in a Bluetooth scatternet is routing with a formed scatternet. Current routing solutions for mesh
networks, including proactive, the reactive, and hybrid algorithms, discuss protocol design without
considering the ease of routing in such a scatternet. As a result, the routing protocol with formation
design [27] is challenging, due to existing performance tradeoffs between formation complexity and
packet delay.

In contrast to prior works on Bluetooth scatternet formation and routing algorithms,
a RMR algorithm is designed to jointly address the problems of achieving the simple routing and
determining the optimal placement of mesh links for a multi-hop scatternet. With local topology,
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a ring subnet is generated first and each master in the ring subnet forms its piconet individually.
A peak-search method is then introduced in the formation phase to determine the optimal placement
of available mesh links by interconnecting masters in the ring subnet, thus achieving better network
capacity. Figure 1 illustrates an example of the RMR configuration that satisfies the design objectives
to generate networks into desired mesh-ring subnets.
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Figure 1. An illustrated Mesh-Ring topology example.

2.2. Mesh-Ring Formation Algorithm

To reduce the path length and mitigate the packet delay in the ring subnet, a Mesh-Ring scatternet
formation algorithm with a shortest path routing algorithm is proposed in this study. The algorithm
designs two phases to form the Mesh-Ring scatternet. In the first phase, a coordinator advertises
and discovers its neighboring slave nodes, computes the Mesh-Ring topology and distributes node
connection information to the masters in the ring subnet. In the second phase, each master in the
ring subnet starts to build its corresponding piconet, connects with its neighboring piconets via slave
bridges and interconnects with another corresponding piconet via one mesh link. Finally, a Mesh-Ring
topology is generated.

In the first phase, a root designated as a coordinator discovers and queries its one-hop neighboring
slaves to form the multi-hop scatternet. Whenever the root discovers another device in its proximity,
it establishes a temporary piconet. Then, the root will be the master and the device that was in
inquiry scan state will be the slave. After a certain period of time, the root can collect all its one-hop
neighboring information.

After collecting all the neighboring information, the connection information is computed by
the coordinator to form the desired multi-hop scatternet. To form a ring-based subnet, at least two
bridge links are considered. In the ring subnet, one mesh link is introduced to reduce the packet
transmission delay. In a piconet, the total number is eight and one master is used to schedule the packet
transmission in a piconet. In order to mitigate the packet length in the ring subnet and maximize the
piconet utilization, the minimum number of piconets is achieved under the formation constraint, and
the formation criterion is defined as Equation (1).

p =
⌈n

7

⌉
(1)

where p is the minimum number of formation piconets, n is the total number of discovered nodes,
including the coordinator and all discovered slaves. In general, the piconet number should be equal to
n/8 in Equation (1), where 8 is the limit of the number of connected devices. However, each bridge
node needs to connect with 2 piconets in the ring subnet, and this bridge can be counted twice in each
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piconet. Therefore, the remaining number of devices in a piconet is 6; thus, Equation (1) is divided
by 7.

In Equation (1), the maximum number in a piconet is limited to eight. The bridge link is used
to connect with the other two masters in the ring subnet. To connect the masters in the ring subnet,
the number of masters is one and the maximum number of available mesh links is ml, which is equal
to 7× p− n. After the scatternet topology is acquired, the minimum number of piconets is computed
by Equation (1). After that, the coordinator computes and distributes the mesh link, the piconet
information and the inter-piconet connection information to all the other masters in the ring subnet.

After receiving the piconet and inter-piconet information, each master starts to form its own
piconet, interconnects with the other two bridges, and connects with the other corresponding master to
form the mesh-ring topology. As a result, the identification of each master in the ring can be specified
by the coordinator for packet routing over the ring subnet.

With a 52-node example, a coordinator M1 discovers 51 other slave nodes. With n = 52, M1 then
computes the minimum number of piconet p = 8, and the number of available mesh links is 4.
The 4 mesh links can be distributed by a maximum path criterion with path length pl = bp/2c.
The pl value is used by the maximum path criterion in the master to connect with the farthest
master, thus reducing the path length of the ring subnet. Finally, the coordinator M1 distributes
the corresponding piconet, ring connection, and mesh connection information to all the other masters
including M2 to M8 in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. The formation topology of a Mesh-Ring backbone network.

In the second phase, each master receives connection information including piconet information,
inter-piconet connection information, and the mesh link information. The piconet information contains
all the slave nodes in each individual piconet. The inter-piconet connection information includes
bridges information to connect with its upward and downward masters in the ring backbone subnet.
The mesh link information is used to connect with another corresponding master in the ring subnet.
With the maximum path criterion, the path length in the ring subnet can be reduced to effectively
mitigate the routing delay of packet transmission. At the same time, each master starts paging its
downward master and connects them together as a ring backbone network. Then each master connects
with one corresponding master in the ring to form the mesh-shaped subnet individually. In addition,
each master pages its slaves in its piconet. As a result, the mesh-ring scatternet is generated to achieve
both advantages of mesh and ring topologies.

In Figure 2, each master in the ring subnet from M2 to M8 receives piconet, inter-piconet
connection, and mesh link information from M1. Then M2 starts to connect with its downward
master M3, M3 connects with M4, M4 connects with M5. In this way, the ring backbone subnet is
generated until M8 connecting with M1. With the maximum path length pl = 4, M1 connects with M5,
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M2 connects with M6 until the M4 connects with M8 to form the mesh-ring backbone network. Finally
each master from M2 to M8 connects with its corresponding slaves and the mesh-ring topology is
generated as shown in Figure 1.

2.3. Routing Algorithm

In general, the packet routing of the Mesh-Ring network can be classified into two cases, namely
the intra-piconet routing and the inter-piconet routing cases. In the intra-piconet routing case, a source
node and a destination node are located at the same piconet under a master. First, the packet is
forwarded to the master, and then the master forwards to the destination in the corresponding slots of
its piconet. In the inter-piconet routing case, the packets will be forwarded to the master of the source
node in the piconet. Then the source master Ri checks and delivers the packets to the immediate
downstream master along the interconnecting mesh or the ring subnet, as well as passing the packets
to the master of the destination. Finally, the destination master Rj forwards packets to reach the
final destination.

To reduce the hop length of a larger ring subnet and efficiently deliver packets, a criterion is
defined in Equation (2) to minimize the hop distance between master i as Ri and master j as Rj.
As long as a master in the ring subnet receives a new packet either from the piconet or the ring subnet,
the master checks the mesh link first and the hop distance from the source ID to the destination
ID will be computed by Equation (2). If Equation (2) is satisfied, the packet will be forwarded in
the counterclockwise direction in the ring subnet. Otherwise, the packet will be forwarded in the
clockwise direction.

Rj − Ri ≤ c/2; j > i (2)

To create a full RMR network, the computation complexity is O (n2) and the formation message
complexity is O (n). During scatternet formation, the connection messages do not affect packet
transmission. On the other hand, the computational complexity of the optimal mesh connectivity
is equal to O (p × ml) during the maintenance phase, where p is the number of piconets and ml is
the number of available mesh links. In addition, the message complexity of the mesh connection is
equal to O (ml), since only ml links need to be established. As a result, the impact on the connection
message over the sending packets is quite small, since the connection message is triggered only as the
topology changes.

3. Configurable Algorithm

During the topology maintenance phase, the size of a network dynamically changes as nodes
join or leave the Mesh-Ring network. When the network size increases or decreases dramatically,
the mesh size can be adjusted to achieve the desired network performance. Therefore, this study
aims to determine the optimum number of mesh links for achieving the desired routing performance
for various sizes of networks. After scatternet formation, the coordinator node acquires the local
topology to reconfigure the Mesh-Ring topology as long as the topology variation exceeds a threshold.
In order to determine the optimum placement of mesh link I in the ring subnet by the designated
root, a heuristic algorithm called the peak-search method is proposed to achieve the best capacity
performance of the RMR topology.

3.1. Problem Statement

During the topology maintenance phase, each master locally in the ring subnet can be connected
with up to five more mesh links due to node leaves. As shown in Figure 1, the master initially connects
with the other master that has the maximum hop length, such as M1 to M5. If a slave node leaves the
M1 piconet, then the master is able to connect with one additional master with a mesh link via the
maximum path criterion. The second connected master is M6, the third one is M4, the fourth one is M7,
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and the final one is M3. On the other hand, if a slave node joins the M1 piconet, then the M3 link is first
removed, then the M7 link, and so forth in reverse, until arriving at the second mesh link. At least one
mesh link in a piconet is required to maintain the Mesh-Ring topology. As a result, mesh connectivity
in the ring subnet can be classified into three possible cases, including the piconet case, where the mesh
links are located within a piconet as shown in Figure 3. The other one is the scatternet case, where the
mesh links are distributed among several piconets, as shown in Figure 4. A hybrid case combines the
mesh connectivity of Figures 3 and 4. In addition, the execution round for the first mesh link is p and
the last mesh link is 0, thus, the average execution round is p/2 to determine the optimal connectivity
of mesh links.
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link connection; (b) The second mesh link connection; (c) The third mesh link connection; (d) The fourth
mesh link connection; (e) The fifth mesh link connection.
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In each piconet, there exist up to 5 links that can be connected as mesh links. In the piconet case,
the 5 links are concentrated within a piconet, and the mesh links can also potentially be distributed
among various piconets for the other scatternet cases. In general, the mesh links can be distributed
among different piconets, and a combined configuration of piconet and scatternet cases is possible.
Among the configurations above, the main research challenge issue in this study is how to determine
the best throughput performance for the Mesh-Ring topology.

3.2. Reconfigurable Mesh-Ring Algorithm

The RMR algorithm introduces a peak-search method to locate the optimum placement of the
available mesh links. The peak-search method contains three functional blocks, namely the topology
formation block, the network capacity block, and the optimum decision block. To determine the optimal
Mesh-Ring configuration for the three configuration cases of various sizes of networks, a peak-search
method is presented. This scheme is a systematic approach, and is implemented by three functional
blocks: the topology formation block generates the mesh-ring topology, the network capacity block
computes the throughput performance, and the optimum decision block introduces a decision-making
criterion to determine the optimum connected bridge node of each mesh link.

Figure 5 shows a block diagram of the peak-search method. Initially, parameter I is set as one and
1 ≤ I ≤ ml for the RMR formation, where ml is the maximum available mesh links. In the network
capacity block, the average throughput performance is defined to reflect the scatternet capacity of
total Mesh-Ring topology by summing up the piconet throughput on the ring. Finally, the total
throughput is calculated and compared with its previous connected bridge in the optimum decision
block. This algorithm is iterated until the optimum connected bridge of each mesh link I is determined.
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To realize the peak-search method, a novel algorithm is implemented in the coordinator node of the
RMR network for both topology formation and maintenance phases. At the beginning, the maximum
number of mesh link ml is introduced as the counter of the mesh link. At the same time, the coordinator
node collects sufficient information, including each average piconet throughput in the ring subnet,
to calculate and compare the average mesh-ring throughput for the optimum decision block to make
a decision.

From this point on, the designated root M1 in the ring-subnet periodically executes the peak-search
method to determine the optimum connected bridge for each link I when the size of subnets grows or
decreases. When the topology variation exceeds a threshold and the optimum I is not located in each
time interval t, the designated master increases the connecting sequence of bridges by one to locate the
mesh link I and continuously computes the average throughput in the ring subnet. This procedure is
repeated until the optimum connected bridge for each I is determined.

3.3. Peak-Search Method

In the scatternet formation block, the coordinator collects the complete topology and computes
the formation topology including the ring subnet as well as the number of mesh links for the three
configuration cases. In the network capacity block, the average Mesh-Ring throughput T is calculated
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by Equation (3), where Ri represents the total ring throughput of each individual piconet, and p is the
number of piconets:

T =
p

∑
i=1

Ri (3)

In the optimum decision block, throughput performance Tj in Equation (3) is defined as the
average Mesh-Ring throughput for the jth connected bridge in the network capacity block. Initially,
j is set as one, and each Tj is calculated. Then j = j + 1, as the topology increases for the scatternet
formation block, while Tj+1 is computed in the optimum decision block. The throughput performance
of bridge j + 1 is computed until the maximum Tj is determined and the decision is made by
Equation (4), where k is the total number of available bridges in the ring subnet.

Max
j=1...k

Tj (4)

As a result, the bridge with the maximum throughput is regarded as the optimal connected bridge
of mesh link I, and the algorithm is terminated until all connected bridges are determined for the
available mesh links here.

4. Performance Results

In this Section, a discrete event simulator is written by Matlab to investigate the network routing
performance, and the configuration parameters for routing performance simulation are defined as
follows. For the packet transmission of each node, each packet was generated in accordance with
a Poisson arrival pattern. In addition, it was assumed that a single packet was sent in each routing
session, and that each data packet had duration of five time slots. A first in first out (FIFO) queue was
provided with a length of 80 packets for each node. When the buffer is in overflow, a FIFO buffer is
used in each node, and a tail drop mechanism is designed to drop the packets. In each routing session,
the source-destination pair was randomly selected, the time division duplexing (TDD) scheme was
adopted for both piconet and scatternet scheduling, and packets were forwarded using the RMR with
the designed routing protocol. The overall simulated nodes are 100, which are uniformly distributed in
a specific area. From Equations (1) and (2), the resulting number of piconets is p = 15 and the number
of mesh links is ml = 5.

Three simulation configurations are simulated, as in Figure 6. In the ring configuration, 15 masters
with red color are interconnected by an intra-bridge with green color, which is a slave node to relay
packets between interconnected piconets. Figure 6a is the piconet case, which is assumed to have
5 available mesh links in master 3. Figure 6b is the scatternet case with a uniformly distribution for
mesh links among masters 3, 6, 9, 12, and 15. Figure 6c is the hybrid configuration of piconet and
scatternet cases. In the hybrid case, it is assumed that there are two mesh links at master 3 and three
mesh links distributed at 7, 11, and 15.
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In Figure 6a of master 3, there exist various connection opportunities for the 5 mesh links via
a bridge node from ID 16 to 30. Each bridge node is sequentially connected and simulated by master 3
to determine the highest throughput point. With a peak-search method, the 5 determined bridge nodes
with highest throughput performance for the piconet case are shown as Figure 7. The first peak point
is generated at bridge 25, which is shown by the blue line. The other determined peak points are 24, 16,
19, and 20. The simulation results demonstrate that the peak-search method works well to determine
the optimal placement for each mesh link connection with the best throughput performance.
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Figure 7. The determined bridge node with highest throughput of peak search method for piconet case.

With the determined mesh links, three configurations are simulated, and their performances
are shown in Figure 8. For the piconet case, three mesh links achieve the maximum throughput
performance. For the scatternet and hybrid cases, the throughput performance increases as the mesh
link increases. In addition, more mesh links achieve better throughput performances. As a result,
the scatternet case achieves better throughput performance than the other two cases as the packet
generation rate increases. The packet generation rate is defined as the number of packets generated in
each node at a given time slot.

In [15], the cluster-based mesh topology demonstrates better routing performance than the
conventional full mesh topology with the on-demand routing protocol. Our proposed Mesh-Ring
topology is a type of cluster-based mesh architecture, and the ring routing protocol can operate
for a larger network. After the RMR determines the optimal Mesh-Ring configuration, Figure 9
demonstrates the packet successful probability (PSP) for RMR with three cases, Ring and Mesh
topologies. The RMR achieves almost 100% packet delivery ratio when the packet generation rate in
each node is smaller than 4. The PSP in each node is defined as the total successful reception packets
over the total network generated packets. The piconet case achieves better PSP than the Ring network
when the packet generation rate is greater than 5. The scatternt case achieves the highest PSP than the
other two cases. As a result, the RMR achieves superior performance on the PSP than the conventional
Ring and the cluster-based Mesh topologies.
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Figure 9. The packet successful probability (PSP) performance of the Reconfigurable Mesh-Ring
(RMR) algorithm.

To reflect the scatternet capacity of RMR, a packet throughput is used to examine the overall
network capacity. The average packet throughput in each device is defined as the ratio of the total
number of successfully routed packets over the total simulation time in seconds. The simulation
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results of the packet throughput for the three configuration cases of RMR, the conventional Ring
and Mesh schemes are as shown in Figure 10. The piconet case achieves approximate throughput
performance, compared to the conventional cluster-based Mesh scheme. In RMR, the scatternet
case achieves the highest throughput performance since the even distributed mesh links among
masters effectively improves the connected configuration than the other two cases. On the other
hand, the packet throughput of conventional Ring is promptly saturated, as the packet generation
rate increases above 4 since the traditional ring topology increases the hop length and thus reduces
the throughput performance in the ring subnet. According to the simulation results, the proposed
RMR with scatternet case improves by almost 70% throughput performance, as compared to the
conventional ring scheme.
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In order to estimate the multi-hop routing performance, an average packet delay metric was
used to measure the end-to-end delay of a scatternet. The packet delay of each routing packet is
defined as the average packet transmission time from the first transmitted bit at the source node to
the last received bit at the destination node. Figure 11 shows the average packet delay performances
of the three cases of RMR, the conventional Ring and the cluster-based Mesh schemes. The packet
delay increases as the packet generation rate increases since more packets have to be processed at
network. The RMR scatternet case generates the smallest average delay, as it generates the even mesh
connectivity than all the simulated cases. Another observation from the results is that the packet delay
of the conventional Ring quickly increases versus the other three cases, as the packet generation rate
increases above 4, because the traditional ring topology greatly increases the routing path length.

A packet drop probability (PDP) metric is used to evaluate the impact of traffic congestion in
a scatternet. When the FIFO buffer overflows in each node, the damaged routing packets, including
both the currently received and newly generated routing packets, were dropped. The PDP is defined as
the ratio of the total number of dropped packets over the total generated packets for all nodes. Figure 12
shows the PDP of the three cases of RMR, the conventional Ring and the cluster-based mesh schemes.
Here, the RMR scatternet case achieves the lowest PDP than all other cases, since the scatternet case
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achieves better mesh connectivity than the other ones. From the simulation results, it is clear that all
masters begin to drop packets when the FIFO buffers overflow. Moreover, the packet generation rates
are greater than 3 for the piconet case and the cluster-based mesh, 4 for the conventional ring and
the scatternet case, and 5 for the hybrid case. From Figure 10, the throughput performance saturates
even the packet generation rate, which increases when the packets start to be dropped in Figure 12.
As a result, the tail drop mechanism can effectively manage the FIFO buffer and maintain throughput
performance for network congestion conditions.
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5. Conclusions

In this study, a RMR topology is proposed for Bluetooth multi-hop networks. The RMR constructs
a ring topology as a backbone subnet, which is then extended by a mesh-shaped topology. To maximize
network capacity, three configurations (including piconet, scatternet, and hybrid) are examined and
demonstrated to determine the optimal placement of mesh links. In addition, the number of mesh link
is adjustable to achieve the optimal network configuration. In order to determine the optimum bridge
of each mesh link, a heuristic peak-search method is presented to achieve the desired throughput
performance of the RMR network. The peak-search method is implemented by three functional
blocks: the scatternet formation, the network capacity and the optimum decision blocks. Simulation
results demonstrate that the optimal Mesh-Ring configuration can be determined by the peak-search
scheme and the scatternet case achieves better overall network performances than the other two cases.
Moreover, that RMR demonstrates better network routing performance than the conventional Ring
and the cluster-based Mesh schemes for Bluetooth sensor networks.
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